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Preface
Set designers have many duties and responsibilities, requirements and
deadlines, and the skill sets to go with them all. The primary function of the set
designer is to tell the story of the play visually through the set. The set designer
must work with the director and other designers to create a unified concept of
place, time, and themes, which will be visually communicated to the audience
through the overall stage picture. The major challenges in achieving this are: the
script itself; the individual reactions and opinions to the script by the other
members of the creative team; the budget, time and staff (and their skills) allotted
to realizing the designs; and the stage space on which it must be realized. To
create that final product, the set designer must communicate the design to the
shops (or departments) that will physically make the final product; the scenic
designer works with the set construction, paint, and properties shops to realize the
finished set. To do this, the set designer works with the shops to make decisions
and answer questions, and later gives notes on the finishing touches.

This

typically includes some hands-on work with elements of the set, usually
associated with set dressing and arrangement.
The design process occurs months before the opening night; the set design
is rarely submitted after the rehearsal process begins, since actors typically have
to interact with it, and the entire show has to have time to be completed before the
actors work with the set. The designer begins to work on the production by
reading the play, and doing some preliminary research on the play, playwright,
and time and place in which it is set. Shortly after, the designer communicates
and discusses the play with the director and, if possible, the other designers
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(preferably at the same time). Sometimes, due to distance and circumstances, it
means phone conversations and email trains; preferably, there will be a few
scheduled in-person meetings.

Since the director and designers for this

production work in the same building, we were able to schedule weekly meetings.
Early in the design process, a lot of factual and evocative research is
collected. The amount and type of research varies depending on the production
and the direction the director wants to go. Both textual and visual research are
valuable in finding factual information about specific places and time periods.
Visual research can include photos, sketches, etchings, paintings, or sculptures,
and can be sorted into two categories. Factual visual research provides visual
information of an element the designer wants to include in the design, such as the
organization and layout of a kitchen, or a particular couch or rug, style or pattern.
Evocative visual research consists of images that give the impression or feeling
the designer wishes to create; these are usually works of art, and can be used to
show the amount of contrast in coloring, the use of line (both in direction and
clarity), among other elements. As the process continues and the design evolves,
the designer reinforces design choices through pieces of research.
A set designer communicates the evolving design to the director and other
designers through a design package that includes sketches, groundplans, and
models. At first these can be hand-sketched sketches and groundplans, and a
small white model; as elements of the set solidify, these become more defined
sketches, drafted groundplans, and increasingly detailed models.

Color and
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texture of the surfaces are communicated through research images, paint samples,
and materials to be used in construction discussions.
Design deadlines dictate when the design package need to be submitted to
the shops, allowing for time to obtain materials, build and paint scenic and
properties elements, and assemble them on the stage with touch-ups. First look
and preliminary design deadlines allow the shops head to look at the set and point
out any problematic elements, items they would like more detailed for the next
deadline, or items that they could reuse from earlier sets; it also allows them to
discuss materials, perhaps suggesting different materials that maintain the
function or look of the piece but save in cost, availability, or time. Since the
majority of the design will be completed by the preliminary design deadline, the
shop heads are able to roughly budget the set, giving the designer an idea of how
much each element will cost (in time and money), and if what is currently
designed is too much for the shop to adequately complete.

Each stage of

deadlines requires an increase in the amount of completion of the design package.
The documentation presented at first look includes: drafted groundplans, defined
¼” scale sketches, a ¼” scale white model, research, a props list, and paint
samples.

For the preliminary design deadline, the required materials are

everything included in the final design package, minus the details (although those
details must be mentioned, noted that they will exist, for it is from these plans that
the design is budgeted). The final design package consists of: a color model (the
size varies based on the location; for my production, it had to be ½” scale), full
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detailed draftings, renderings, paint elevations, research with notes, and properties
list with annotated research images and furniture draftings.
After the designs are due to the shops, the build process begins. The
technical director calculates and designs hidden structures and mechanics to make
the set work as specified by the set designer, and orders materials. Carpenters
build the set to the specifications of the technical director and designer, and
painters paint the scenic elements as specified, under the direction of the scenic
charge artist. The properties manager decides which of the props of the show will
be built (i.e., made and constructed by the properties artisan and properties
carpenter), which will be shopped (bought and then altered as need-be, or
borrowed and not altered), and which will be reused from stock (other props that
the theater owns, purchased for past productions). The designer works primarily
with the technical director, scenic charge artist, and properties manager, although
during tech and dress rehearsals the set designer often helps the shops complete
elements of the set.
During the build process, production meetings and rehearsals begin.
Production meetings are between all of the department heads, the designers,
director, stage manager, and production manager, discussing the status of the
build of the show, and create a forum for the exchange of information between
departments. If the designer is able to, he or she is invited to attend these weekly
meetings; regardless, meeting notes are taken and sent to everyone involved in the
production (as a student designer, I was required to attend all production
meetings). Production meetings typically begin at the same time as the start of
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the rehearsals, which also coincide with a design presentation to the cast and
technicians. Although the designer is invited to the first stumble through (the first
full run) of the show in the rehearsal hall, he or she typically just attends the
designer run of the show in the week before tech (as a student, I was able to attend
both of these as well as the first rehearsal). During this time, the design often
changes slightly with actor concerns, the addition of other hand props, and
rearranging of furniture, which calls for increased communication between
designer and props manager.
At the end of the rehearsal process, and typically one week before the
opening night performance, technical rehearsals, or “tech”, occurs. This is when
the actors work through the show on the stage with the functioning set, props, and
costumes, under the light, and with the sound elements. Working through the
show involves taking time to build lighting and sound cues, work and run costume
and scene changes, and sometimes to shift actor positions as well. Depending on
the theater and the show, tech might occur with partial or no costume elements,
reserving that for the first dress rehearsal. The end of tech often involves one or
more runs of the show, depending on time; sometimes, the first full run of the
show occurs at the first dress rehearsal. During this process, the set designer
watches and provides input on the implementation of the scene changes; takes
notes on unfinished or added elements, or parts of the set that require paint touch
ups; and sometimes arrange and attach set dressing. During the tech run and the
following dress rehearsals, the set designer watches the show and takes notes on
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the scenic elements. Typically, this is finished by the first or second preview
before opening night.
In the majority of collegiate theatre programs it is especially rare for
undergraduates to design a production on the main stage of the program.
Syracuse University’s Drama Department is one of a few schools that allow
undergraduates to design on the main stage, thus representing the program. There
are a lot of responsibilities that rely on the designer, involving budgets, long-term
time commitments, and decision-making and supervisory skills. I had fiscal and
artistic responsibilities, in which I had to work with the shops to convert the stage
space into a three-dimensional, defined and designed space that was under budget
without losing its visual and functional integrity. My budgets consisted of: $3500
for the set construction, $1250 for properties, and $750 for paints, amounts of
which are not often placed in the hands of an undergraduate student. I was
responsible for teaching my assistants the design process as they helped me to
complete aspects of the design, providing them with personal experience on
designing a show from start to finish. Although there were a few minor glitches
that were quickly resolved, I believe that I successfully completed the set design
for this production without losing any of its visual or functional integrity,
upholding my responsibilities, and produced a scenic design that is to the best of
my ability
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Advice to future honors students
Although I can only adequately provide advice for other scenic designers
at SU Drama, perhaps this advice can apply to other fields as well. I would
suggest that you make a plan (for your process) and follow it through.
Understand that although the plan of action described here worked for me, it may
not work for you. When you budget your time, realize that you will probably
require twice as much time as you estimate. With others, I find that everyone
works better when you communicate your ideas such that they understand what
they are doing and why it is important they do it the way you told them to. With
assistants, take into account what they excel at, and use that to both your
advantage and theirs; also find out what they want to work on or get out of doing
the project, and give them a challenge or project that they can consider theirs – I
find that when an assistant has an invested interest in something, usually by
having something of their own on display, they tend to work better and more
focused and get more out of the project. In theatrical design specifically, it is
important to work with what you are given, not against it; for scenic design, keep
in mind that the Storch Theater is very wide in comparison to its height and depth,
and the audience is severely raked; depending on what you do you can trick the
eye of the viewer to serve your purpose. Talk to the shop heads often, since they
might have ideas or suggestions early in the design process that will help you later
on. Also, take a look at past shows that were accomplished with the same budget
– that will give you an idea of what you can accomplish with your design,
particularly as far as the size of show you will be able to accomplish with the
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budget. Perhaps most importantly, work using what you know, and always have a
backup plan.
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Capstone Reflective Essay
My Capstone project was to design set for Syracuse University Drama
Department’s production of The Way of the World, a Restoration period English
comedy written by William Congreve in 1701 AD. This reflective essay will
track how the design evolved, from the first readings of the play and preliminary
design meetings, to the completion of the designs and their submission to the
theatrical production shops, and then to the fully realized set.
In February 2008 the drama design and technology faculty assigned me to
be the set designer for The Way of the World, to be performed in February 2009. I
would be working primarily with: Malcolm Ingram, director; Doreen Sayegh,
costume designer; and Bridgette “Jet” Levy, lighting designer. The design faculty
assigned to the show was Felix Cochren, who would be making sure that the
overall design was on track to completion, and to help the designers solve
problems.

Additionally, as with the other designers, I was assigned two

assistants: Mary Olin “Mo” Geiger and Josephine Kong, both class of 2011 and
interested in set design. By assisting me, they would learn how the set designer
works and develops the set, and additionally they would help me complete the
scenic “design packages”, or the materials that are submitted to the set, properties
(furniture and hand-held props, among other items), and paint shops so that they
can make the design into a reality. The people from these shops that I would be
working with were: Joshua Wickham, technical director; Holly Luedtke, scenic
charge artist; David Serotkin, assistant scenic charge artist; Samuel Sheehan,
properties master; Holly Breuer, properties artisan; Stephanie Koenig, properties
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carpenter; and Janet Russo, properties assistant. I would additionally be working
with Dianna Angell, production manager; Dimitre Guenov, stage manager; and
Rachel Frost and Traci Stiffler, assistant stage managers. (For full listing of the
people involved, refer to Appendix A).
After receiving the play and before a first meeting with the director, I read
through the script for the first time. Realizing the language of the script was
complicated and hard to understand, and to help me quickly refer to parts of the
script later, I decided to take notes on the following: the gist of the plot and what
the characters were saying, who the characters were and their relationships to the
other characters, and anything mentioned concerning the set that I would have to
consider while designing it (for example, any actions a character has to do using
or interacting with a piece of furniture or hand-held item). The other designers
read through the script and came to their own conclusions, and then we decided to
meet to discuss the play and make sure that we all understood it, and also to throw
around some ideas for the design of the show. By the end of our meeting we
realized we had the same understanding of the script, and we also had a few ideas
for the design: the use of gaslight, keeping to the English Restoration period (the
period 1665-1700 AD in England, beginning with the restoration of Charles II to
the English throne), and emphasizing the deception and scheming nature of the
characters. All of our ideas hinged on the director and where he wanted to go
with the play, so we then met with him to discuss it.
The first design meeting with Malcolm Ingram changed our ideas from
our previous meeting, but also helped to shape our research paths for the next few
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months.

Malcolm wanted the play to be light and uplifting, and set in the

Restoration period or soon after. He said it was a play about very real characters
and their relationships, and isn’t a parody or gaudy with caricatures. Malcolm
mentioned that the focus of the entire play needs to stay on the actors and not the
set, and the primary goal of the scenic elements was to support the actors and
enable them to do what they needed to do.

We discussed the traditional

restoration stage, which included making the apron (the part of the stage floor
closest to the audience and in front of the proscenium, or picture frame into the
rest of the stage space) of the theatre more of a thrust (an extended apron that can
have the audience on three sides of the stage) to bring the actors downstage (the
part of the stage closest to the audience; upstage is the furthest away from the
audience) and closer to the audience, using doors in or near the proscenium to
allow for entrances and exits, and period moving screens (large moving panels
that typically incorporate the element of perspective) to change locations;
Malcolm also referred us to a book by J.L. Styan entitled Restoration Comedy in
Performance. To sum up our meeting, Malcolm said that the design elements
should reflect the quick, witty dialogue and very real characters, the way they
connect with each other, and the competitive one-upping of another in society,
especially in relation to what the characters do for love and money.
After this meeting and before the end of the semester, I met with my
assistants for the first time to discuss the play, the design process, and their
involvement with the production. Mo seemed very excited to be working on this
show, and based on her artistic background and the courses she had taken in the
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drama department, she possessed many skills that would be useful to me.
Josephine was more interested in costume than scenic design, but I realized that
her painting abilities and knowledge of fabric would be useful to me and would
also be a scenic element that she would be interested in working with. We
discussed the preliminary elements I would need from them by the end of the
summer: they needed to read and understand the play, create a props list and
props plot based on the script, and research factual information about the
Restoration period in general and Restoration theatre specifically, relying on both
written text and visual images.
In the beginning of the summer, I thought about the script and our meeting
with Malcolm, and decided to first figure out a way to approach the design. From
reading the play, I knew that one of the challenges would be the scene changes,
since act one takes place in a chocolate house, act two in St. James’ Park, and acts
three, four and five in an upper class flat. Malcolm also mentioned that the
intermission would come after act three, so an additional challenge would be to
change the set twice in as little time as possible (although a scene change over
intermission can take up to the length of the break, a scene change during an act
should take as little time as possible to keep the audience’s attention). Malcolm’s
wish to keep to the Restoration period of the play helped to provide context for
the style of the language, and his interest in Restoration period scenery would also
enhance the performance of the actors by enabling them to work with a set and
possible staging similar to that of the actual period. I decided on the following
approach to the design: first, research the Restoration period, focusing on interior
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decoration and theatre development; then re-read and work through the play as
many times as necessary, looking up references and making lists of scenic
elements used and mentioned in text; I would then contemplate both what the
actual locations would have looked like in that period, as well as what the set may
have looked like when it was first produced in 1701. Once I completed this, I
would have the background knowledge necessary to design the set for this
production.
Over the summer, I began to research the English Restoration period and
the history of theatre in England through the mid 18th century, while also staying
in contact with the other designers.

Via multiple emails, we settled on the

following: the time of the play would be late spring, between 1700-1710 AD. I
discussed chandeliers, sconces and other practicals (functioning lights that are
used in an everyday setting, that are wired to be controlled through light cues)
with Jet, and Doreen and I talked about possible color schemes and swapped
photos of London and other places with period detail (Doreen spent the summer
in Florence, Italy and traveled throughout Europe, and I spent the Fall semester of
2007 abroad in Europe as well).
In August, I emailed Doreen and Jet, as well as my assistants, concerning
scenic elements that I was considering that would solve the aforementioned
challenges and also convey the Restoration period. Keeping with what Malcolm
mentioned at our first meeting, I was thinking of using panels that slide and pivot,
with period dressing (here, elements that would be attached to the panel instead of
just a paint treatement, like fabric; set dressing refers to additional props that are
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added to furniture, like a vase on a table) to depict different locations; chandeliers,
sconces, and footlights would add practical lighting fixtures similar to those found
in period theaters; stationary panels on either side of the proscenium with doors
and possibly also balconies would reflect the shape of the theatres at the time and
the usage of the theatre structure that encroached on the apron of the stage;
extending the downstage edge of the playing space (the part of the stage floor that
the actors act on and the audience can see) of the stage would allow more of a
thrust, also like period theaters. (For research examples, refer to Appendix B-1)
In using the model of Restoration theaters, some of these ideas would help
change the visual stage picture of the Storch Theater into one resembling a
Restoration theater. In the Storch, the proscenium opening is extremely wide for
its height and depth, so much so that from any point in the audience the viewer
must turn his or her head in order to see the whole stage. Typical Restoration
playhouses (theaters) had a squarer proscenium opening and more depth, although
much of the acting space used was in front of the proscenium and a decent
amount of the space upstage of the proscenium was devoted to scenery, to
establish an accurate perspective backdrop to the play. Using stationary panels on
either side of the proscenium opening on an angle towards upstage center would
bring in the stage picture to compensate for the width of the Storch Theater, and
would also be similar to the look of the theater wall on the apron of the stage.
The height of and use of vertical line on these panels and the sliding panels would
also help trick the eyes of the audience members into seeing the space as more
vertical than horizontal, hopefully creating a visual picture that would look square
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like the Restoration playhouses. Extending the stage out into the audience as far
as possible and then using a wide-planked wooden floor, with the long side of the
floorboards oriented perpendicular to the proscenium (ie, going downstage to
upstage) would allow the eyes of the audience to move into space and create the
illusion of increased depth.
When both of my assistants and I returned to Syracuse, and before school
began, we met to discuss the play and the research we found. We talked about the
play, so that I could make sure they understood what it was about, and I explained
my thought process from the summer.

The online research they had found

included a timeline of English history, a catalog of baroque elements, and
websites with images and information on chocolate houses and St. James’ park, in
addition to other photos of baroque interiors and exteriors, and finding a number
of books with useful information on period furniture and décor.

Mo also

suggested watching the film Girl with a Pearl Earring, since it takes place in the
right period, and I thought also of the film The Libertine, which is a dark satire
that takes place in England also during the Restoration. After that meeting, I sent
Josephine to combine our props and set dressing lists, Mo to check out and
bookmark books from the library concerning period interior decoration, and I set
about gathering materials and creating a checklist and a timeline for us to follow
in order to finish the parts of the design by the deadlines set by the production
manager. (For itemized list and deadlines of design stages, refer to Appendix C).
In the first few weeks of the semester, meeting weekly with the other
designers, Malcolm and Felix, my assistants and I finished a second major portion
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of research and created working groundplans (basically, a bird’s-eye view of the
stage with the set in place), sketches, and ¼” model (a 3-Dimensional replica of
the set in the stage space; a white model is one of these with the set all in white, a
color one includes all of the painted elements in their color form), also solidifying
a props list (a list of all the props in the show and information about each) and
basic color palette (color scheme). One of the challenges at this point was that
while Mo knew how to build a model, draft (a drafting is an accurate, scale linedrawing of any element; also known as blueprints), paint, and organize
information, Josephine lacked these skills but was adept at painting. In order to
resolve this, I put Josephine under Mo’s direction until the First Look deadline,
and after that I would have her paint the elevations for the paint shop. While Mo
combined the props lists, set up draftings, and traced the groundplan and section
of the Storch Theater with the assistance of Josephine, I sorted through the
research, made a list of what else needed to be found, and began sketches and
rough groundplans. Mo had checked out a number of excellent books on period
furniture and theatre from the library, and Josephine had found a number of good
research images online, in addition to the other research we had collected over the
summer. Dimitre, the stage manager, emailed me the link to a website about
period scenery and how it moved, which was a great help in understanding the
options available to scene changes in the English Restoration period. I tagged
pages in the books for Josephine to copy, and with all of the research in the front
of my mind I began to envision the set. (To see the primary research, refer to
Appendix B). I approached the design by imagining what the actual place would
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look like in the time period, and then breaking it up to something that could have
been made in the period, focusing on what other designers of that period valued in
a theatrical design.
After looking through the research again, and reviewing my earlier
thoughts on scenery (that I had emailed out to Doreen and Jet over the summer), I
re-read the script and thought about possible concepts; due to the complicated
‘social game’ that the characters play, with their multiple interconnecting
relationships past and present, I decided to focus on the idea that ‘appearances are
deceiving’, an element that I could bring forth visually though the set changes and
moving panels. I then pared my imagined designs down to what was necessary
for the play. I decided that I could use six sliding and pivoting panels that would
reconfigure and flip around to change locations, in addition to furniture to help
convey the location. One side of the panel would depict St. James’ Park for act 2,
and the other side would be for acts 1 (the chocolate house) and 3-5 (Lady
Wishfort’s apartment); something on the panel would change to alter the look,
helping to make the audience understand the change to a different location. To
make the Storch Theater have a similar feeling to Restoration period theaters, I
wanted to keep the wood floor, chandelier, and doors on either side of the stage,
framing the action of the play. Once I had these ideas flushed out, I made ¼”=1’0” scale rough groundplans and sketches of each scene, and set Mo and Josephine
to making a ¼”=1’-0” scale model with basic furniture elements.
By our second design meeting on September 5, I was able to present my
working concept, preliminary sketches and groundplans, and a rough white
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model. (For early sketches, refer to Appendix D-1). Doreen, Jet and I discussed
concepts before Malcolm arrived; Doreen, as costume designer, was focusing on
the idea that ‘appearances are everything’ in the Restoration period, which paired
nicely with my idea that ‘appearances are deceiving’.

We discussed the

importance of the social game in the script, similar also to the card game the play
begins with, involving much higher risks. We presented our ideas to Malcolm
and Felix, who seemed to be okay with them. When I presented the ideas of the
set, I got a lot of decent feedback from Malcolm: he felt the moving panels were
too tall and seemed “epic” in relation to the size of actors and furniture, he wanted
to see perspective and depth illustrated visually on the panels, and we discussed
having some of the actors move scenery, specifically the servants.
For the next couple of weeks, we worked through the preliminary design
in groundplans, the ¼” white model, and sketches. We shortened the panels to
make them seem less ‘epic’, and eliminated two of them – making the design less
of a box set (a usually realistic set that includes walls and ceiling, and entrances
through doors) and highly realistic, and more suggestive, while maintaining the
period feel. Rather than have a cyc or drop behind the set, which could draw the
viewer’s attention away from the action and characters onstage, I decided to have
black velour curtains with fullness (meaning, the way the curtain was made would
make it fall and seem wavy) to back the set. By moving the panels and spacing
them across the stage, the black velour would be visible between each of them. I
was nervous about the spaces between the panels looking awkward and
unintentional, and Felix advised that there be enough space between them for a
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person to easily get through.

By shifting the panels again, I was able to

accomplish that, and the updated sketches made more sense and conveyed the
feeling that I was going for.

Malcolm wanted to show more depth and

perspective in the panels, primarily in the faces for the park scene, so I tried
having a couple additional panels come on; from sketches and playing with the
model, however, the scene looked too crowded and I eliminated them, deciding to
accomplish the perspective through the images painted on the surface. While Mo
kept up with the changes in the model, Josephine began paint samples based on
research we found for plaster and wood – for the floor and the main color of the
Acts 1, 3-5 side of the panels. Malcolm liked the wood floor idea, and to see if
we would be able to have an actual “wooden” floor, be it wood underneath the
usual black flooring on the Storch stage or artificially made through strips of
wood, I met with Josh Wickham and Randall Steffen (the technical director of
Syracuse Stage). They didn’t think there was a wood floor underneath the current
stage floor (which, as we found out later, there wasn’t), but they did say they
could make an artificial wood floor by attaching strips of lauan (a thin piece of
wood that has wood grain to work with) to OSB (oriented strand board, a thick
sheet of wood made of many parts of wood, usually used for support), giving the
floor the height it needed to fit in the allotted flooring-space on the stage and also
to give the lauan something to attach to. They also said that it would be about a
third of my budget, but the price wasn’t that bad and I shouldn’t concern myself
with cost. They asked me to describe what else I was thinking for the set, and
after I explained about the moving, double-sided panels and stationary door
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panels, they didn’t see any issues or problems with the materials or inner
workings, and they also didn’t think it would be excessively over-budget. (For
working sketches, refer to Appendix D-2; for surface color and texture research,
and paint samples, refer to Appendix E-1 and E-2).
After that preliminary meeting, I continued to organize the research,
solidifying the props list, sketching, working out the groundplans, and running
through a presentation of the design and my ideas for the first look meeting, while
Mo built a ½”=1’-0” white model and Josephine continued to work on paint
samples.
On September 26, before the first look meeting with the shop heads (the
head of each department, or shop) and others, we met as usual for our design
meeting. When Doreen presented her costume sketches and color research, I was
able to get a general idea of what to steer away from as far as upholstery fabrics,
pattern types and colors on furniture, but her research also gave me an additional
understanding of the fabrics that were fashionable in the Restoration period.
After I presented the set material, we discussed a couple of things. The entire set
except for a chandelier was behind the proscenium and that area looked very
crowded, so we played with furniture in the model to bring the set more
downstage and space it out, while still remaining true to the period and leaving
more space far downstage solely for the actors to use. We also discussed the
movement of the panels, since they didn’t move very far between their locations
between acts. The original intent for the horizontal movement of the panels was
to utilize the element of discovery (here, when a panel slides aside to reveal
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someone behind it), which Malcolm decided he didn’t want to use, so we decided
to have the panels stationary but able to pivot. (For rough groundplans, refer to
Appendix F-1).
Later at the first look meeting, I presented my design for the set to the
shop heads, artistic director Timothy Bond, and others involved in the show. I
talked about concept, keeping to Restoration period without using a box set, and
briefly on how I arrived at the design. I was asked many questions about the
period and where I was coming from, and I answered the questions to the best of
my ability, realizing that much of my reasoning stemmed from Malcolm’s take on
the script. Eventually, the questioning turned to Malcolm to help unveil where he
wanted the show to go. After Doreen presented her material, I briefly discussed
with the shop heads what they were thinking; none of them were concerned with
getting the show in budget, and we moved on to discuss the additional material
that they wanted to see by prelims, my next deadline.
For the next three weeks before the preliminary designs were due, my
assistants and I worked hard to complete the items that needed to be turned in (i.e.
the deliverables), and continued to work through changes in the design. Mo
continued to work on the model, and she also painted the wood detailing in the
paint elevations, while Josephine painted the rest of them. (For paint elevations,
refer to Appendix E-3).

I organized the props package of lists and notated

research, in addition to hand drafting (as opposed to computer generated
draftings) all of the elements of the scenery and working through scene changes,
trying to make the changes look organized, using as few people as possible, and
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functioning as quickly as possible. While working things out, I realized we could
have a removable panel on one face of the four pivoting panels to change from act
1 to acts 3-5; one side would have the same finish as the rest of the panel (except
for wooden wainscoting and molding), and the other would have a patterned
fabric face. I took my assistants to Jo-Ann’s to look at ready-made fabrics and
patterns to see what would work as a type of wallpaper in one of Lady Wishfort’s
antechambers; their knowledge of fabric helped me immensely, and I decided on
a purplish velvet fabric. We found images of patterns and motifs in a book on
ornamentation, and I had Josephine paint a swatch of the velvet fabric to help
depict the look of what we were going for. Josh had mentioned that the pivoting
panels would need both a ground anchor and one above, probably in the catwalks,
and that the audience would see the pipe above the tops of the panels. Since the
pipe could be painted flat black and we were using a black curtain as the
backdrop, I figured they would be seen very little, and if the set worked correctly,
the eye of the audience member would be focused downward onto the action and
characters. I also added a wrap around onto the proscenium from the stationary
door panels on either side of the proscenium, showing a side of the panel like the
pivoting ones had, to help bring the viewer into the set. I added a painted tromp
l’oeil detail, framed by molding, above the doors to fill in the empty space. Sam,
the props master, mentioned that it would be difficult to have two identical
chandeliers, so I decided to just have one that would hang center stage directly
under the proscenium arch to help bridge the space in front and the space behind
the proscenium.
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For the preliminary packages, I printed out photos that I took of the
½”=1’-0” white model to help convey the overall look of the scenes, in addition to
the other material necessary to complete the preliminary package. (For these
white model photos, refer to Appendix G-1). On October 17, I presented the
preliminary design package material to Malcolm and the other designers before
turning it into the shop heads. I received some helpful criticism on my draftings
from Felix, which I corrected before turning them in. (For the full drafting
package, refer to Appendix F-2). I talked through the preliminary package with
each of the shops, and handed over the material. Within the following week, I
met with each of the shop heads to clarify aspects of the design, and I was shortly
informed by each shop that the design was in budget. (For scenery budget sheets,
refer to Appendix H). The only element that had to be changed was the fabric on
the panels for acts 3-5, due to costs, and I selected a purplish velour from a
Rosebrand catalog.
In the following weeks, my assistants and I completed the design elements
to the specifications of the shops. Mo and Josephine painted color swatches on
the paint elevations to show the colors they used, which would help the paint shop
match color, in addition to painting the model furniture. I had copies made of the
paint elevations, and we attached those to the scenic pieces to finish the color
model. I bought additional supplies to make a chandelier and sconces, and to help
make the furniture look realistic. I added moulding profiles (what the piece of
moulding looks like from the side) to the draftings, as well as a few other
elements that had been left off before, and notes to further clarify the design. I
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also drafted and dimensioned (dimensions are measurements labeled on draftings)
furniture for the props package, with notes on how the element is used and how
many of them there are.

I organized and completed the rest of the design

packages for each shop, and included photos of the color model. I turned in the
final packages after meeting with Malcolm, Doreen, Jet, and Felix, and presented
the design to the prop shop in front of the model; I met with the technical director
and scenic charge artist separately, since their shops would not be starting to build
or paint my show for a little while. (For properties package, refer to Appendix I;
for final model photos, refer to Appendix G-2; for color renderings, refer to
Appendix J).
Production meetings (meetings in which the shop heads, designers, stage
manager, director, and production manager discuss the status of the build of the
show and rehearsal process) and rehearsals for the show began in December,
before SU’s winter break. I continued to clarify my design with the scene shop,
and the majority of it was built before I left on December 17th. During that time,
we discussed the look and shape of the apron, changed the height of the sconces,
slightly altered the location of the panels to make them more easily and better
secured from above in the catwalks, and altered the molding profiles to ones
attainable by a different vendor than I had specified from. The prop shop began
working on my show in December as well, and they were able to build the
majority of the larger props from scratch. I discussed props draftings with the
props master and carpenter, and I now have a better handle on what the drafting
should look like and its function. I helped the prop shop pull rehearsal and show
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props, and also clarified elements of the props list. The paint shop got the floor
painted before I left, and I was able to see the stages of painting a wooden floor
and bringing out the grain of the wood. Since the paint shop was also going to be
responsible for the portrait of Lady Wishfort that would hang on one of the walls,
I brought the actress to the paint shop for a photo session, to help create on her the
lighting similar to that in the painting.
I returned to Syracuse a week before classes, to help clarify and provide
input in the status of the design. The scene shop was basically done with my
show until they began to load it in, for which they only required me to check that
it looked to my specifications. I visited the paint shop weekly, and was pleased
with the stages of completion of the park side of the panels and the plaster side. I
clarified the direction of the wood grain of the wainscoting, and explained how
the tromp l’oeil and the street scene behind the window needed to look and the
feeling they had to convey. For the painting of the actress, I saw preliminary
photoshopped images of the actress’s face in the actual painting, and was pleased
with how it eventually turned out. During this week and later on, I spent a lot of
time working with the prop shop. I pulled more props, and gave input in the
stages of painting the larger pieces, like the fireplace and benches. I went fabric
shopping and found fabric and trim for the furniture in acts 3-5, and also pulled a
number of items from storage that could be reused with slight alterations or
dressing. There was some miscommunication about the loveseat, since originally
I wasn’t sure how much it would be used and Sam had said that it would be one of
the items harder to find. After watching a stumble through of the show, I realized
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that the loveseat was crucial to how Malcolm was using the actors, and I thought
that my drafting and the image of the item was all that was needed; eventually,
after much confusion on both sides, I provided the shop with the image of the
loveseat and dimensions of the entire piece, from which they were able to build it.
With Sam and Mo, I went to an antique store to look at possible chandeliers and
sconces, and although I was able to find a chandelier that would work well,
finding 12 matching sconces didn’t seem possible. We found two that we liked,
and were able to find four matching ones in stock that would also work, although
they didn’t match the other two. When the prop shop tried to attach the sconces
to the door panels, we realized that the space between moulding would not be
enough for the sconce; we quickly figured out an alternative, in which the two
downstage pivoting panels would have the four sconces, and the center stage side
of the two upstage pivoting panels would have the two borrowed sconces. The
prop shop was able to borrow tables from Phoebe’s Restaurant, and they altered
the base and tabletop to my specifications. To hide the different tabletops, we
attached tablecloths that made them match for the chocolate house scene. The
paint shop made a mirror and found frames for the mirror and painting, touching
up and reworking them to fit the sizes and shapes I specified, and they were hung
and secured on the panels at load-in. Mo also met with the prop shop, pulling
props as requested in rehearsal and worked on painting the fireplace and
additional elements.
By the technical rehearsals (a.k.a. “tech”, when all of the finished design
elements come together with the actors on the stage, working through the show to
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finalize the look of the production), the majority of the set was up and functional,
with only touch-ups left. All of the props were able to be used, with few elements
still needing a final painted glaze or trim. At the start of tech, we worked through
scene shifts with the cast and crew, and after about an hour realized that what we
had been doing was not going to work, since four of the servants were women
who were restricted by their costumes such that they could not lift their arms
above their shoulders, which was necessary to flip the panel inserts.

After

discussing with Dimitre, Malcolm and Josh, we decided that the run crew could
substitute for the actresses in changing that panel, provided that the actresses
worked the remainder of the scene change and the panels would be facing upstage
so the audience wouldn’t see the crew. We continued to work and polish this
throughout tech, changing slightly the order elements moved. Although this took
more time than we intended, we were able to get a firm grasp on the scene
changes, and we felt that in time they would run smoothly and efficiently. In the
following two days of tech, Mo and I pulled props and dressed the tables for the
chocolate house in act 1 and the tables, fireplace, and vanity in acts 3-5. We used
water in place of the liquid chocolate in act 1 and the cherry brandy in act 3, to get
the actors used to drinking and working with liquid. Also during tech, we made
lists of notes for the shops to fix and change the following week. The only issue
in that week was the use of chocolate soymilk in act 1. I had expressed to the
Sam my concern that the ‘chocolate’ use must not stain costumes, since the
majority of them I knew to be rented and hard to launder; unfortunately, a couple
of spills led us to find that chocolate soymilk did not easily come out of clothing,
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and due to its minimal usage in the scene, and it being hardly seen from the
audience, we decided to just use water. During the week, I met or discussed with
the shop heads the notes from the previous night’s rehearsal, and by opening the
design was completed and running smoothly. (For photos of the finished design,
refer to Appendix K).
Overall, I was extremely pleased with the completed design, and I believe
that it was successful in conveying the concept that appearances are deceiving.
The set was used well by the actors, which prevented it from seeming to have
extraneous elements onstage. The multiple uses of the scenic elements, and the
scene changes themselves, helped to convey my concept, and reflect both the
period research and it being pared down to its essential elements. Doreen’s
concept of appearances being everything was also visually apparent in the
costumes, and paired well with my visual concept for the set. Jet’s lighting design
also helped to convey the period of the show and draw the focus of the viewer
down to the actors onstage. Malcolm’s love of the language of the play, his wish
to keep to the Restoration period, and his need to have the actors as the primary
element onstage were, I think, reflected in the final production. In the eyes of
everyone involved, I believe we all see this production of William Congreve’s
The Way of the World a success.
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Appendices
A. Program from The Way of the World, by William Congreve, directed by
Malcolm Ingram
Please refer to this artifact in the Honors Catalog.
B. Research
1. Restoration Theatres & Set Designs

Styan, J. L. Restoration Comedy In
Performance. New York: Cambridge
University Press, 1986. Page 20.

Nicoll, Allardyce. British Drama. 6th Ed.
New York: Barnes & Noble Books, 1978.
Page 223.

Nicoll, Allardyce. British Drama. 6th Ed.
New York: Barnes & Noble Books, 1978.
Page 211.

Styan, J. L. Restoration Comedy In
Performance. New York: Cambridge
University Press, 1986. Page 21.
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2. Act 1 Research

White's Chocolate House, London c.1708
coloured lithograph published by Cadbury.
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Image:C
hocolate-house-london-c1708.jpg

Styan, J. L. Restoration Comedy In
Performance. New York: Cambridge
University Press, 1986. Page 119.
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3. Act 2 Research

The Mall in St. James's Park, c.
1783 by Thomas Gainsborough, oil
on canvas.
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4. Acts 3-5 Research
Thornton, Peter.
Seventeenth-Century
Interior Decoration in
England, France &
Holland. New Haven:
Published for the Paul
Mellon Centre for Studies
in British Art by Yale
University Press, 1978.
Page 291.

Thornton, Peter.
Seventeenth-Century
Interior Decoration in
England, France &
Holland. New Haven:
Published for the Paul
Mellon Centre for Studies
in British Art by Yale
University Press, 1978.
Page 189.
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C. Deliverables checklists

Scene Shop

Prop Shop

First Look
¼” groundplans
¼” B&W sketches
¼” white model

Prelims

½” Master groundplan (¼”
scenes as needed)
½” Section
½” Elevations
Specs of elements
hung/moved
Sketch and/or Rendering

Prop List (furniture,
hand props)
Research pics of
sketches of all items
Color sketch or model

Finals
½” Master Groundplan,
act/scene breakdown, layout
offstage storage
½” Section (rigging – all
trims, in & out)
Draftings of all units
1” Details, full scale molding
½” color model

**All draftings on 24” x 36” vellum

Complete prop listing
Groundplan with
furniture placement
Drawings of specific
props with
dimensions & notes
Draftings of built
props as requested
Color info (paint/fabric
swatches)
Research – color,
details
Elevation with placement
of set dressings (shelves,
practicals, wall hangings,
etc)
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Paint Shop
First Look

Prelims
½” Groundplan & frontal
dwgs – same as scenery
Research of treatment
(wood/stone/wallpaper)
Color Palette – color
swatches
Sketch/Rendering
Prelim Elevations of
detailed/intricate items
Inspirational research/notes

Finals
White model + Color
Elevations OR
Color Model + some
Elevations
Short Narrative describing
intent, style, finish
(satin/gloss/flat) &
suggestion of media &
materials
Research – images or actual
items, swatches, inspiration
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D. Sketches
1. Sketches 5 September 2008
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2. Sketches 11 September 2008
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3. Sketches 26 September 2008
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E. Paints
1. Paint Samples

The Way of the World
Wood paint samples
Director: Malcolm Ingram
Set Des: Rachel A. Slotnick
Painted by: Josephine Kong
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The Way of the World
Plaster, Motif paint samples
Director: Malcolm Ingram
Set Des: Rachel A. Slotnick
Painted by: Josephine Kong

The Way of the World
Motif Paint Samples
Director: Malcolm Ingram
Set Des: Rachel A. Slotnick
Painted by: Josephine Kong
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The Way of the World
Motif, Wood Paint
Samples
Director:
Malcolm Ingram
Set Des:
Rachel A. Slotnick
Painted by:
Josephine Kong

The Way of the World
Motif, Wood Paint Samples
Director: Malcolm Ingram
Set Des: Rachel A. Slotnick
Painted by: Josephine Kong
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The Way of the World
Motif, Wood Paint Samples
Director: Malcolm Ingram
Set Des: Rachel A. Slotnick
Motif, top wood painted by: Josephine Kong
Bottom wood painted by: Mary Olin Geiger

The Way of the World
Wood Paint Sample
Director: Malcolm Ingram
Set Des: Rachel A. Slotnick
Painted by: Mary Olin Geiger

The Way of the World
Motif Paint Sample on Velvet
Director: Malcolm Ingram
Set Des: Rachel A. Slotnick
Painted by: Josephine Kong
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2. Paint Elevations

The Way of the World
Floor Paint Elevation
Director: Malcolm Ingram
Set Des: Rachel A. Slotnick
Painted by: Mary Olin Geiger

The Way of the World
Door Panel Paint Elevation
Director: Malcolm Ingram
Set Des: Rachel A. Slotnick
Painted by: Josephine Kong,
Mary Olin Geiger
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The Way of the World
Tree Panels Paint Elevation
Director: Malcolm Ingram
Set Des: Rachel A. Slotnick
Painted by: Josephine Kong

The Way of the World
Tree Panels Paint Elevation
Director: Malcolm Ingram
Set Des: Rachel A. Slotnick
Painted by: Josephine Kong
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The Way of the World
Door Panel Paint Elevation
Director: Malcolm Ingram
Set Des: Rachel A. Slotnick
Painted by: Josephine Kong,
Mary Olin Geiger

The Way of the World
Door Panel Paint Elevation
Director: Malcolm Ingram
Set Des: Rachel A. Slotnick
Painted by: Josephine Kong,
Mary Olin Geiger
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F. Draftings
1. Rough Groundplans
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2. Full Drafting Package
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G. Model
1. Preliminary White Model photos

The Way of the World
White Model: Act 1, Chocolate House
Director: Malcolm Ingram Set Des: Rachel A. Slotnick
Scale: ½”=1’-0”
17 October 2008
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The Way of the World
White Model, Act 2: St. James’ Park
Director: Malcolm Ingram Set Des: Rachel A. Slotnick
Scale: ½”=1’-0”
17 October 2008

The Way of the World
White Model, Act 3: Lady Wishfort’s Apartment
Director: Malcolm Ingram Set Des: Rachel A. Slotnick
Scale: ½”=1’-0”
17 October 2008
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The Way of the World
White Model, Acts 4-5: Lady Wishfort’s Apartment
Director: Malcolm Ingram Set Des: Rachel A. Slotnick
Scale: ½”=1’-0”
17 October 2008
2. Final Color Model Photos

The Way of the World
Color Model, Act 1: Chocolate House
Director: Malcolm Ingram Set Des: Rachel A. Slotnick
Scale: ½”=1’-0”
31 October 2008
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The Way of the World
Color Model, Act 2: St. James’ Park
Director: Malcolm Ingram Set Des: Rachel A. Slotnick
Scale: ½”=1’-0”
31 October 2008

The Way of the World
Color Model, Act 3: Lady Wishfort’s Apartment
Director: Malcolm Ingram Set Des: Rachel A. Slotnick
Scale: ½”=1’-0”
31 October 2008
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The Way of the World
Color Model, Act 3: Lady Wishfort’s Apartment
Director: Malcolm Ingram Set Des: Rachel A. Slotnick
Scale: ½”=1’-0”
31 October 2008

H. Scenery Budget Sheet
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I. Properties
1. Properties List
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2. Properties Plot
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J. Renderings
1. ¼” Sketch Renderings
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2. ½” Final Renderings

The Way of the World
Final Rendering, Act 1: Chocolate House
Director: Malcolm Ingram Set Des: Rachel A. Slotnick
Scale: ½”=1’-0”
31 October 2008
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The Way of the World
Final Rendering, Act 2: St. James’ Park
Director: Malcolm Ingram Set Des: Rachel A. Slotnick
Scale: ½”=1’-0”
31 October 2008

The Way of the World
Final Rendering, Act 3-5: Lady Wishfort’s Apartment
Director: Malcolm Ingram Set Des: Rachel A. Slotnick
Scale: ½”=1’-0”
31 October 2008
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K. Show photos
1. Act 1, Chocolate House

The Way of the World
Photo Call, Act 1: Chocolate House
Director: Malcolm Ingram Set Des: Rachel A. Slotnick
15 February 2009

The Way of the World
Photo Call, Act 1: Chocolate House
Director: Malcolm Ingram Set Des: Rachel A. Slotnick
15 February 2009
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2. Act 2, St. James’ Park

The Way of the World
Photo Call, Act 2: St. James’ Park
Director: Malcolm Ingram Set Des: Rachel A. Slotnick
15 February 2009

The Way of the World
Photo Call, Act 2: St. James’ Park
Director: Malcolm Ingram Set Des: Rachel A. Slotnick
15 February 2009
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1. Act 3-5, Lady Wishfort’s Apartment

The Way of the World
Photo Call, Acts 3-5: Lady Wishfort’s Apartment
Director: Malcolm Ingram Set Des: Rachel A. Slotnick
15 February 2009

The Way of the World
Photo Call, Acts 3-5: Lady Wishfort’s Apartment
Director: Malcolm Ingram Set Des: Rachel A. Slotnick
15 February 2009
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Summary
My Capstone project was designing the set for SU Drama’s production of
The Way of the World, written by William Congreve in 1701, directed by
Malcolm Ingram, and performed in February of 2009. The play takes place in
three locations in London, England around the year 1701: a chocolate house, St.
James’ Park, and a room in the flat of one of the characters.
My primary goal was to design a set reflecting the English Restoration
period (1665-1700 AD, approximately), helping convey the storyline and
underlying meanings of the play. I based my design around the concept that
‘appearances are deceiving’, since all of the characters have intimate relationships
with multiple other characters. Through research, draftings, paint elevations, and
a model (among other elements), I conveyed my design to the set construction
shop, painting shop, and properties shop, so that each department could create
what I designed. I had two assistants to help me accomplish the work, while in
turn they learned the ropes about the design process.

I worked with my

counterparts in costumes, lighting, and sound to create a unified design that was
evident in the performances.
As the Scenic Designer, I had a number of tasks to accomplish. I had to
tell the story of the play visually through the set, design a set that would enhance
but not distract from the actors onstage, create a unified concept through
collaboration with the director and other designers, complete elements of the
design by the deadlines, teach and oversee my assistants and their work on the
project, convey the design to the shops for its creation, and work with the shops to
attain the final product.
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My assistants and I did a lot of research. In the beginning we found both
textual and visual research pertaining to the period of the play, concentrating on
how theatre worked in England in the years leading up to 1700. We found a lot of
information on the politics of the time, influences of other cultures (namely the
French), and furniture styles, as well as illustrations and descriptions of period set
designs and how scenery moved.

After the final designs were submitted, I

continued to research to find the answers to questions as they arose, looking
particularly for the period style or look for the scenic element in question.
Once assigned the show by the faculty in February of 2008, I read the play,
did some basic research, and met with the designers and director.

Over the

summer, I continued to research the Restoration period, and communicated
different ideas to the other designers. Beginning at the start of the semester in Fall
of 2008, we met on a weekly basis with the director and our assistants to evolve the
design and check in with each other and receive input from our faculty advisor and
the director. Each week, my assistants and I presented updated research, sketches,
groundplans, and a model to visually convey the in-process design. After a few
weeks, we were able to create a unified concept based on the appearances of the
characters: while the costume designer took that to mean “appearances are
everything”, I played off of the idea that “appearances are deceiving” through the
set changes and multiple usages of scenic elements.
On September 26 at the first look meeting, I presented a ¼” scale white
model of the set, groundplans, sketches and research to the shop heads, design
team, director, stage manager, producing artistic director, production manager, and
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department chair. At that meeting I explained the concept behind the scenic design
and how it is reflected in the design itself, answering questions about the period and
style of the play or my interpretation of the play.
On October 17, I presented the required preliminary design packages to
each of the shop heads for them to calculate the budget for the design. To do this, I
had to draft all scenic units and multiple groundplans, build a ½” scale white
model, create paint elevations of the most involved scenic units and paint samples
for the less intricate ones, and research of every element of the show, with
dimensions of furniture and other stage properties, all with the help of my
assistants. From this information, the shop heads budgeted what this design would
cost, how long it would take to build/paint/prop and load in to the theatre, and how
it compared to the money and time available. The result was that my design was
within the available budget, and so no elements of the show need be cut or altered.
On October 31, I presented the final design packages to each of the shop
heads. I included more information and clarified notes and details on draftings,
such as molding profiles. I provided more detailed visual research and notes on
items that the scenic charge artist pointed out, adding the finishing touches to the
paint elevations as well. I drafted and dimensioned specifics of furniture pieces,
adding additional research of properties used in the show. I also painted renderings
of each of the major scenes in the play. I was able to complete all of these with the
help of my assistants, and combined we finished a color ½” scale model as a visual
representation of how the scenery will look and move onstage, complete with inscale copies of the costume renderings.
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Once the final designs were submitted, I checked in with each shop on a
weekly basis to see if they had any questions or needed more information about
an element of the show. Production meetings began in December, where all of
the shop heads and designers met with the director, stage manager, and production
manager to check the status of the realization of the designs, and to provide a
forum for any other questions or concerns with the production process. I sat in on
rehearsals and worked in the shops to help get the look I wanted. At the end of
January, and once the set had finished being built, painted, and assembled on the
stage of the Storch theatre, technical rehearsals began; this was the point in the
process when the actors came together on stage with all of the design elements,
and we worked through light cues and scene and costume changes as a final
preparation for performances. During this time I worked with the shops making
lists of notes for the shops to complete and making final decisions on set dressing.
After the opening night of the performance, I also attended a photo call in which I
was able to take photos of the production for my portfolio, as well as a post
mortem in which the production was discussed to check what was done well and
what could have been done better. Overall, I believe the entire process was a
success, from the acting and direction to the designs, and I am glad to have been
able to work on such a wonderful production.
This project has a lot of significance, both in my professional growth, and
also in the field of theatrical scenic design. In the majority of collegiate theatre
programs it is especially rare for undergraduates to design a production on the
main stage of the program. Syracuse University’s Drama Department is one of a
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few schools that allow undergraduates to design on the main stage, thus
representing the program. There are a lot of responsibilities that rely on the
designer, involving budgets, long-term time commitments, and decision-making
and supervisory skills. I had fiscal and artistic responsibilities, in which I had to
work with the shops to convert the stage space into a three-dimensional, defined
and designed space that was under budget without losing its visual and functional
integrity. I was responsible for teaching my assistants the design process as they
helped me to complete aspects of the design, providing them with personal
experience on designing a show from start to finish. Although there were a few
minor glitches that were quickly resolved, I believe that I successfully completed
the set design for this production, within the parameters set by the department but
without losing any of its visual or functional integrity, upholding my
responsibilities, and produced a scenic design that served the play, the production,
and the Department of Drama to the best of my ability.
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Abstract
My Capstone project was designing the set for SU Drama’s production of
The Way of the World, written by William Congreve in 1701, directed by
Malcolm Ingram, and performed in February of 2009. The play takes place in
three locations in London, England around the year 1701: a chocolate house, St.
James’ Park, and a room in the flat of one of the characters.
My primary goal was to design a set reflecting the English Restoration
period (1665-1700 AD, approximately), helping convey the storyline and
underlying meanings of the play. I based my design around the concept that
‘appearances are deceiving’, since all of the characters have intimate relationships
with multiple other characters. Through research, draftings, paint elevations, and
a model (among other elements), I conveyed my design to the set construction
shop, painting shop, and properties shop, so that each department could create
what I designed. I had two assistants to help me accomplish the work, while in
turn they learned the ropes about the design process. I worked with my
counterparts in costumes, lighting, and sound to create a unified design that was
evident in the performances.
My assistants and I began with a great amount of research. We found
both textual and visual research pertaining to the period of the play, concentrating
on how theatre worked in England in the years leading up to 1700. We found a
lot of information on the politics of the time, influences of other cultures (namely
the French), and furniture styles, as well as illustrations and descriptions of period
set designs and how scenery moved.
When I had a good understanding of the period through research, and after
various meetings with the director and other designers, I designed the set. In the
beginning the design consisted of sketches and a white model, which my
assistants updated weekly after we checked in with the director. We later
completed larger stages of the design once we solidified elements with the
director, like the size of panels and their paint treatments. We had a first look
meeting on September 26, in which we explained the design to the department
heads, receiving feedback. The second deadline was October 17, when the
preliminary designs were due, which meant that all of the elements had to be
submitted, even if some details had not been decided upon; from these, the shop
heads budgeted the show, determining if the cost of the materials and the time the
staff had to build and load in the show were within the allotted amount. The
entire design process of the production was completed as of October 31st, when all
of the completed design materials were submitted to the scene, paint, and
properties shops.
Once the designs were submitted and the show was under budget, I
checked in with each shop on a weekly basis to see if they had any questions or
needed more information about an element of the show. Production meetings
began in December, where all of the shop heads and designers met with the
director, stage manager, and production manager to check the status of the
realization of the designs, and to provide a forum for any other questions or
concerns with the production process. I sat in on rehearsals and worked in the
shops to help get the look I wanted, and later attended a process called “tech” in
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which the actors come together with all of the design elements on the stage,
working through light cues and scene changes as a final preparation for
performances. During this time I worked with the shops making lists of notes for
the shops to complete and making final decisions on set dressing. After the
opening night of the performance, I also attended a photo call in which I was able
to take photos of the production for my portfolio, as well as a post mortem in
which the production was discussed to check what was done well and what could
have been done better. Overall, I believe the entire process was a success, from
the acting and direction to the designs, and I am glad to have been able to work on
such a wonderful production.

